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Adam Marcus has another Princess   
Adam Marcus will be hoping history repeats itself when the first Grade 1 of the Cape  
season takes place on the Kenilworth summer course come Saturday. 

He fields second favourite Princess Calla 
(currently 33-10 with the sponsors) in the Gr1 
World Sports Betting Fillies Guineas at  
Kenilworth.  
 
The winner of the Gr2 Western Cape Fillies 
Championship last time, she can also boast a 
Gr1 third from only three starts and is drawn 
one off the paint. That adds up to an  
undeniable chance.   
 
“She’s come on physically and mentally since 
her last appearance, and will appreciate  
stepping up to a mile, which I think will be her 
minimum trip going forward. She’s versatile in 
how she can be ridden, and has a lovely big 
stride, so I think the long run in of the summer 

course will be even better for her. She has an 
exciting career ahead,” he states in clear 
agreement.  
 
Marcus’ Flower Alley filly is owned by Mario 
Ferreira, and will be ridden by Craig Zackey. All 
of those facts were also true of Mississippi 
Burning, who gave the young trainer a maiden 
Gr1 win when storming home from well off the 
pace to win this race a year ago at an  
unseasonably rainy Kenilworth.  
 
And for those who believe in such omens, rain 
is expected on Friday this time around. 
 
Marcus’ first Gr2 win had arrived scarcely half 
an hour before when Vardy won (to Page 2) 

 Mario Ferreira’s racing manager Des Gonsalves, Zackey and Marcus celebrate in the rain a year ago. Pic Wayne Marks.  
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feel from the saddle in order to better interpret 
feedback from jockeys and work riders.   
 
“My dad tried to steer me away from getting 
into training, but when it’s in your blood….I 
knew that working with horses was going to be 
the life for me. 
 
“Soon after finishing matric I went to Dubai for 
a while working with Herman Brown junior. I 
was dealing with the likes of Jay Peg and  
Desert Links, who both won Gr1’s for my dad. 
 
“But the time I really felt I came of age training 
wise was when I was given charge of the KZN 
string when we went there in 2009.” 
 
Basil Marcus then relocated to train in  
Singapore, and when he returned in 2012, it 
was time for Adam to take over.  
 
“I started out with six horses, three of which 
belonged to Mrs Oppenheimer. My first runner 
was the filly Priceless Jewel on 27 October 
2012. She gave me both my first and second 
wins, and went on to become a Listed and Gr3 
winner, as well as a great third to Beach  
Beauty in the Majorca Stakes of 2014.’’ 
 
Things have really been on an upward curve 
for Adam and his quality boutique operation in 
the past couple of years though. 
 
“We’ve made a massive step forward in terms 
of backing from big owners. The general  
standard of my yard is far higher, and the  
results are starting to reflect it.” 
  
But despite the success Adam has no intention 
of overextending himself: “I have never been 
interested in huge numbers, and have 40 at 
present. That keeps things neat, as it means all 
the horses can still get my personal attention.”  
 
Adam’s long term partner is another member of 
a racing dynasty in Lucinda Woodruff, and he 
has an intriguing prediction for their future. 
 
“One day we’ll be a training force together.” 
 
But before that Adam will be hoping for his very 
own Groundhog Day on Saturday, with a  
repeat Fillies Guineas win. –tt 

the Green Point Stakes in dominant fashion. 
But sadly, the now five-year-old will not be back 
to defend his crown on Saturday after picking 
up a training injury which will keep him out of 
the entire Cape season.  
 
“He’s a lightly raced gelding and is loving life, 
but we picked up a lesion in the suspensory 
branch of his near-fore. It’s not career-ending, 
and we will give him all the time he needs.”  
 
But fittingly Mississippi Burning does make an 
appearance – in a Condition Plate for fillies 
over 1500m. 
 
“I was happy with her comeback over 1200 
which is way too sharp these days. This is her 
final prep before the Paddock Stakes and  
Majorca, but she should give a good account of 
herself.” 
 
Adam also puts out rising star Hello Winter  
Hello in the Gr2 Southern Cross over 1000m. 
But fresh off an easy victory in the Laisserfaire 
Stakes (Listed)), she is now in the deep end 
against our two best sprinting females in Celtic 
Sea and Run Fox Run. 
 
“She’s a very interesting runner. She was 
plagued with foot problems, which we have got 
on top of thanks to Robbie Miller our farrier. I 
was very impressed with her win last time, and 
I’m quite excited to see how she goes. We 
haven’t got to the bottom of her yet, and don’t 
know quite how good she is. But she’s a  
definite improver and the dark horse in the 
race.” 
 
No way out 
Being the son of a legendary jockey in Basil 
Marcus, and the nephew of another in Anton, 
Adam was always likely to spend his life in  
racing.  
 
“We went to Hong Kong when I was 18 months, 
and I spent most of my childhood there and in 
England, before I completed my schooling back 
here.  
 
“From the age of 14 I was at stables every day 
after school. I worked in the feed room, and as 
a groom, and also did a few years of work  
riding. It’s important to know how racehorses 

Adam Marcus has another Princess—from page 1 
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Jeff Lloyd has just launched his  
autobiography.  
 
The book will be of great interest to his  
numerous fans both here and in Australia. And 
as the blurb says...  
 
Jeff Lloyd is an internationally renowned jockey 
who rose from humble beginnings to become a 
champion in three different countries.  His  
recovery from an Ischaemic stroke at the age of 
fifty-three, to return not only to riding, but to 
winning premierships, was hailed as a miracle.  
 
“As soon as you begin reading this book, you 
start to get lost in its story....Inspiring,  

captivating and exciting, this is a book that  
everyone should read at least once in their  
lifetime.” - Samantha Worthington (editor).  
 
Places to purchase The Guv:  
Australia: http://lloydracing.myshopify.com  
Paperback by Christmas. Hard copy January  
 
South Africa: 
https://takealot.com/the-guv/PLID71139966…  
 
The downside for local enthusiasts is that the 
price is a hefty AS45.26 (just over R500). But 
it’s sure to be worth every shekel, and would 

make a great Christmas present. –tt  
 

 

Jeff Lloyd launches autobiography 

Predator and prey 

FILL A SPACE LIKE THIS, HERE, 
FOR THE PRICE OF A FACE MASK! 

mail: editor@turftalk.co.za 

mailto:editor@turftalk.co.za
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Aidan O’Brien has said Ryan Moore will 
continue as his number one jockey next 
year. Persistent speculation about Moore’s 
position in the Coolmore-Ballydoyle  
operation has dogged the Englishman this 
year. 
 
At one point in the autumn, Paddy Power even 
went 1-6 about Colin Keane taking over in  
racing’s top job after Ireland’s champion jockey 
picked up some rides for O’Brien in his  
championship battle with Shane Foley. 
 
Coronavirus travel restrictions meant Moore 
was only able to ride in Ireland over ‘Irish 
Champions Weekend’ in September when he 
partnered Japan in the Irish Champion Stakes 
won by his stable companion Magical. 
 
He will be back on the latter when she lines up 
for this Sunday’s Longines Hong Kong Cup at 
Sha Tin. Moore will also ride Mogul for O’Brien 
in the Vase on the final big international  
programme of 2020. 
 
Significantly though Moore is not riding the third 
Ballydoyle runner on Sunday morning’s elite 
card. Instead, top French jockey Pierre-Charles 
Boudot keeps the ride on the shock Breeders 
Cup winner Order of Australia in the Mile  
having been on board the 73-1 outsider at 
Keeneland last month. 
 
However, on Tuesday O’Brien played down the 
significance of that booking, pointing out how 
Moore has never ridden Order of Australia in 
any of his eight career starts to date. 
  
“Ryan has never sat him, he knew nothing 
about him, he hasn’t been here all year, and 
there was no point in riding him in the race to 
get to know him when there was another jockey 
there who knew him and has ridden him,” 
O’Brien said. 
 
“At the time we booked him (Boudot,) Lope Y 
Fernandez was going and Ryan was going to 
ride him. So when that changed, we didn’t 
change and we just did what we thought was 
the right thing for the horse,” he added. 
 
Asked if Moore would ride for him in the same 
position in 2021, O’Brien said: “That’s the plan.”  
 
He also said he hopes the English jockey will 
be able to travel to Ireland more next year. 

“That’s what we’re hoping. Obviously it was a 
disaster last year (season.) It was a mess  
really. Everything is changing so much all the 
time so we’re just hoping we won’t be in the 
same situation again,” O’Brien commented. 

Ireland’s champion trainer goes into the Hong 
Kong races having notched up 14 Group/Grade 
1 victories this year including a record eighth 
Epsom Derby with Serpentine in July.  
However, it has proved to be a turbulent 2020 
for the O’Brien team generally, even without 
the impact of Covid-19. 
 
In October a contaminated feed issue meant 
the withdrawal of every Ballydoyle runner from 
Longchamp’s Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe  
programme, including four from the Arc itself. 
 
Later that month there was even an  
embarrassing case of ‘mistaken identity’ when 
the wrong number cloths were put on the  
runners, Mother Earth and Snowfall in the  
Fillies Mile at Newmarket. It was originally 
thought the 50-1 outside Snowfall had finished 
third in the race but it turned out to be Mother 
Earth instead. 
 
“It’s been a very strange year and you’d never 
be surprised by anything this year. It is what it 
is. Lots of people faced worse hardships than 
any of us did. It’s just the year it was. We 
played it as best we could and look forward to 
next year,” O’Brien said on Tuesday. 
 
He also confirmed that the Derby hero  
Serpentine will race on as a four year old in 
2021 as will Mogul after his race in Hong Kong 
this weekend.  
 
O’Brien has won the Vase twice before with 
Highland Reel in 2015 and 2017. 
 
www.irishtimes.com 

Ballydoyle sticking with Moore  

Pic—Alan Crowhurst 
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South Africa might not have had any  
representatives riding at the Hong Kong  
International Jockeys Challenge today, but 
incredibly two of our stalwart former  
trainers made an huge impression by  
winning the first three legs. 

  
Opening the score was David Ferraris (above), 
when Joao Moreira (below right with Zac  
Purton) lived up to his ‘Magic Man’  
moniker with an inspired start-to-finish ride on 
Gouten Of Garo ($15.40) in Race 4. 

 
Then Tony Millard (right) grabbed the limelight 
with a double. He first sent out Gallant Crown 
($19.15) to victory in Race 5 over 1650. This 
one was ridden by Alexis Badel, as the home 
team took a firm grip on proceedings with a 
second win. And when the competition re-
sumed in Race 7, he struck again. Zac Purton 
came from off  the pace on more fancied  Gift 

Of Lifeline ($4.95), sewing up the HK$200,000 
(R384,350)  trainers prize for Millard.  
 
Almost inevitably considering the year she has 
had, golden girl Hollie Doyle (below) prevented 
a clean sweep for the Hong Kong riders as she 
guided home favourite Harmony n Blessed 
($2.05) home in Race 8 . 

And the Grant Slam for SA was also thwarted, 
as the winner was trained by Aussie David 
Hayes. Humbug! 

Purton took the individual jockey honours, with 
Moreira in second. Doyle and  Badel (above) 
shared third spot. –tt 
 

Millard wins HK International 
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Cape Racing is proud to announce the Star 
Grooms campaign as a gesture of  
appreciation for the people who work so 
tirelessly behind the scenes.   
 
For the duration of the 2020/21 Summer  
Season, Khaya Stables will be rewarding the 
Top 5 grooms in all feature events, a  
total of 29 races until the end of February 2021. 
 
Grooms are one of the most essential  
members of any racing team and are the true  
unsung heroes of the sport.  
 
On average, a groom cares for three horses, 
with a typical workday including feeding and 
watering, the daily routine of grooming the 
horse, physical inspection for any soundness 
issues, and treating any minor ailments  
according to veterinary advice.  
 
This is all over and above basic caring and  
loving of their horses.  
 
They also have a multitude of additional duties 
to fulfil on race days.  
 
Our grooms are already hard at work long  
before most people are awake and their day 
can extend into the evening hours, depending 
on whether the horse is racing that day or not.  
 
They typically work six days a week, including 
weekends, and often travel from track-to-track 
as the racing season, trainer and race  
programme may require. 
 
Because most of this work gets done quietly 
and behind the scenes, grooms seldom receive 
the credit they deserve from racing fans.  
 
Star Grooms will place the grooms squarely in 
the spotlight and reward them for their tireless  
dedication. 
 

The incentives will be distributed as follows: 
 
1st place: R5000 
2nd place: R2000 
3rd place: R1500 
4th place: R1000 
5th place: R500 
 
The winning grooms will also receive a  
beautiful trophy. 
 
List of qualifying races: 
December 
12 WSB Fillies Guineas (Gr. 1) 
Green Point Stakes (Gr. 2) 
Southern Cross Stakes (Gr. 2) 
Cape Summer Stayers H'Cap (Gr. 3) 
19 Cape Guineas (Gr. 1) 
Peninsula Handicap (Gr. 2) 
Victress Stakes (Gr. 3) 
26 Southeaster Sprint (L) 
Need for Speed Sprint (NBT) 
 
January 
8 Cartier Sceptre Stakes (Gr. 2 
Jamaica Handicap (L) 
9 L'Ormarins Queens Plate (Gr. 1) 
Paddock Stakes (Gr. 1) 
Premiers Trophy (Gr. 2) 
Chairman's Cup (Gr. 3) 
30 Cape Town Met (Gr. 1) 
Majorca Stakes (Gr. 1) 
Cape Flying Championship (Gr. 1) 
Western Cape Stayers (Gr. 2) 
Politician Stakes (L) 
Summer Juvenile Stakes (L) 
 
February  
27 Cape Derby (Gr. 1) 
Khaya Stables Diadem Stakes (Gr. 2) 
Vasco Prix du Cap (Gr. 3) 
Cape of Good Hope Nursery (Gr. 3) 
Kenilworth Fillies Nursery (Gr. 3) 
Selangor Jet Master Stakes (L) 
Kenilworth Cup (L) 
BSA Yearling Cup (NBT) 
 
Vaughan Marshall from Vaughan Marshall  
Racing commented, “What a wonderful  
initiative to acknowledge the grooms for their 
dedication and hard work - a huge thank you to 
Khaya Stables.” 
 
For further information please contact: 
Kirsti Lyall 
kirsti@caperacing.co.za 
083 450 6665  

Star Grooms campaign announced 
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The Japanese super mare Almond Eye will 
end the year as the #1 ranked racehorse in 
the world by TRC Global Rankings. No 
horse can match the combination of her  
expansive portfolio – encompassing no  
fewer than nine G1 wins – and her  
resounding end to the campaign. 
 
Despite racing just four times in 2020, she won 
G1s at a mile, a mile and a quarter and a mile 
and a half. And her form is rock solid for the 
following reasons: 
 
The horses she has beaten have an  
outstanding record when she is not around – 
the same aspect that distinguished Frankel and 
a sure sign of a horse who deserves to be  
regarded as a champion. 

In the G1 Japan Cup (above), she had male 
(Contrail) and female (Daring Tact) Japanese 
Triple Crown winners in her wake. 
That pair have dominated large fields of their 
own age and sex repeatedly. The first five – 
including last year’s G1 Hong Kong Vase  
winner Glory Vase – were clear. 
 
In the G1 Tenno Sho (Autumn), she was  
followed home by Fierement, who had won the 
Tenno Sho (Spring) twice, and  
Chrono Genesis, who was coming off a hugely  
impressive win in the G1 Takarazuka Kinen. 

And, her only defeat was a second to another 
brilliant filly, world #14 Gran Alegria, in the G1 
Yasuda Kinen over a mile. That runner went on 
to show acceleration rarely witnessed when 
landing the G1 Mile Championship, and before 
that had taken out the G1 Sprinters Stakes. 
 
All this covers directly or indirectly virtually  
every good race in Japan. In short, Almond Eye 
has displayed her dominance over the herd like 
no other racehorse on the planet. But her  
influence is not confined to her home country:  
 
On her only start in Dubai, she cleared away 
from the $6 million G1 Dubai Turf field before 
idling in front – very much her trademark. 
 
While other outstanding horses around the 
world either don’t have a CV with anything like 
the same breadth and depth 
(Authentic, Tarnawa, Tiz The Law, Maximum 
Security) or are leaving question marks over 
their dominance as they depart the scene 
(Enable, Ghaiyyath, and Magical), Almond Eye 
galloped across the line at Tokyo to answer 
every question she had been set with a flourish 
that surely entitles her to be regarded as the 
most fitting for the title of world championship 
racehorse 2020.  
 
The problem for some is they cannot rate her 
as such. 
 
We would argue that collateral form ratings fail 
to capture the true quality of Japanese racing – 
under Japanese conditions.  
 
We have seen Japanese horses get massive 
ratings from the Longines World’s Best Race-
horse system outside of Japan, such as Just A 
Way (2014 G1 Dubai Turf at Meydan) in and A 
Shin Hikari (2016 G1 Prix d’Ispahan at  
Longchamp), and we would argue (to Page 13) 

Almond Eye the world’s best?  
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          The home of   Horizon (SAF), by Dynasty 

that the exchange of ratings points for lengths 
does not line up between Europe and Japan. 
 
So many big figures in Europe take place with 
cut in the ground on tough, galloping courses. It 
is much easier for a horse to win by a wide 
margin – and thus receive a maximal figure – 
when runners are tiring badly behind it. But 
Japanese races mostly take place on very firm 
surfaces and wide margins are the exception  
rather than the rule. 

The 2020 Japan Cup was run in 2:23. Compare 
that with the winning time of Sottsass in the Arc 
of 2:39. 
 
That difference of 16 seconds is nearly a  
furlong and a half! If many Japanese races 
went on for an extra 16 seconds, the winning 
margins would be trebled or quadrupled. And 
this means that the whole ratings network is 
compressed, rather than expanded as it is in 
Europe. 
 
Ghaiyyath has the accolade of the world’s  
highest-rated horse. He was a top-notch  
runner, and his finest exploits took place on a 
sound surface. Full credit to him, but he  
disappeared to stud before his credentials were 
put to the test in autumn championships – no 
reason to doubt his best figures but we are 

ranking horses here, not simply rating their best 
performances, and we give credit to horses the 
more they reduce the uncertainty over where 
they truly belong in the hierarchy. 
 
Magical had beaten Ghaiyyath on the square at 
Leopardstown before Tarnawa zoomed past 
her in the Breeders’ Cup Turf. Was it in the 
mind of Ghaiyyath’s connections that a similar 
fate was likely on the cards for him? 
 
We have shown before that Japanese horses 
as a group are far from over-represented in the 
world’s Top 100 by TRC Global Rankings. But 
2020 belongs to Almond Eye. She is now 
bound for the paddocks, but her name will  
always be invoked when great Japanese  
horses are discussed – and rightly so. 
 
What a horse she has been. Her cruising 
speed, temperament, adaptability to different 
distances, turn of foot and will to win are all  
exemplary. She retires as the highest-earning 
Japanese horse of all time. 
Sayonara, TRC world champion. 
From www.thoroughdredracing.com 

Almond Eye the world’s best?—from Page 12 

Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353 
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